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The General Assembly of “Mission Europa” took place in Lausanne / Switzerland on the 24th November 2006. 
Lausanne is famous for being the official residence of the International Olympic Committee. 
 
IBSSA – that is full member of “Mission Europa” – was represented at the General Assembly by Mr. Szilveszter 
BARÁTH, member of the Diplomatic Department of IBSSA. 
 
After the Opening Ceremony the history of “Mission Europa” was introduced briefly to the attendees. 
 
Then a thorough report was given to the delegates about the “International Conference on Security of 
Children and Families”, which was organised in Budapest / Hungary between 14 – 15 September 2006 by 
“Mission Europa”, IBSSA and the International Union of Family Organisations (IUFO). Mr. Szilveszter BARÁTH 
handed over the Minutes and the Participation List of the conference to the leadership of “Mission Europa” – 
who also honoured this conference with their presence in Budapest. 
Lady Marise Goldsmith-DANSAERT – General Secretary of “Mission Europa”, President of the Mediterranean 
Women’s Confederation, representative of the French Senate in Social Affairs – reviewed the main points of 
this international conference to the delegates. 
 
Next subject was the acceptance of the Balance sheet, then the future financing of “Mission Europa” was on a 
carpet. 
The organisation set the creation of a new project, which got the title of “Youth in danger”, and aims to 
prevent young people running into trouble. 
The basis of this program will be worked out by Mr. Messadi – who arrived from France to the General 
Assembly and who is engaged in sports and education of young people. 
 
After determination and voting the new program Mr. Szilveszter BARÁTH gave brief information about the 
goals and activities of IBSSA to the present delegates. He also handed over to the attendees the 2 official 
magazine of IBSSA – “Bodyguard and Security”. 
 
The first section of the General Assembly ended with the introduction of future events and planned programs. 
The forthcoming event will take place in Lausanne on the 6th February 2007, then in April the “Conference on 
Security of women” will be organised and on the 28th November 2007 the next General Assembly will be held. 
 
During the second section of the program Prof. Suzette SANDOZ held a lecture, who was a well-known 
politician in the region and now she is professor of the University of Lausanne in Faculty of Law. The support 
of Prof. Sandoz is really meaningful for “Mission Europa”. 
 
Further details on the activities of “Mission Europa” and future programs can be found at: 
http://missioneuropa.free.fr  
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